JULY 2022

A LITTLE BUZZ
FROM BEE
NOTES FROM THE NEWS CREW
We hope you’re having a great summer and have been able to enjoy some of the
beautiful weather we’ve had - and weathered those summer storms!!

What vegetable is kind to everyone?

Thank you to those of you who submitted information for the July News!
Remember, our Newsletter is only as good as the information we receive from all
of you. Submissions can be made at any time. Committees, please share updates.
Neighbors, don’t be shy about sharing milestones, outings, trivia, notable news,
places of interest, etc. To be included for a specific month, submissions are due
by the 20th of the preceding month: LCCommunityNews@gmail.com. It takes
ALL OF US to keep our Newsletter going. We look forward to hearing from YOU!

What do you call a girl who can’t draw?

Speaking of the News, we’re losing our regular contributor to Garden Tips, Carolyn
Vane, since she has become increasingly busy with the Landscape Committee. The
idea of having a Garden Tips column was Carolyn’s, and she has been a regular
contributor. Thank you, Carolyn, for all of the information you’ve shared with us!
If you have an interest in gardening and wish to share ideas and tips, this is your
chance. Just be sure to submit your article by the 20th of the preceding month.

The sweet potato
Tracy
What’s the fastest land mammal?
A toddler who’s been asked ‘what’s
in your mouth?’

RIDDLE ME THIS

The Neighborhood Watch-List is looking for someone to take this over. If you have
a particular interest in this column and
would like to see it continued, please
contact the LCCommunityNews@
gmail.com and let us know.

1. What breaks but never falls, and
what falls but never breaks?

We look forward to hearing from
YOU!! Happy Fourth of July!!!

3. What goes up but never ever comes
down?

2. Can you name 3 consecutive
days without using the words
Wednesday, Friday, Sunday?

4. I am an odd number. Take away
one letter and I become even. What
number am I?
For answers, see page 3.
“The secret to happiness, you see, is not found in seeking more, but in
developing the capacity to enjoy less.”
							

~ Socrates
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BEEHOLD!

WHAT’S GOING ON?

By Donna Scott

I woke up on June 1st to a beautiful
day. Sunny, low humidity, and a light
breeze. I took my cup of coffee and went
outside to walk the estate. I bent down
to look at some of the new growth in
some landscaping we had done. When
I stood up, what a shock!
At least a foot long–a solid mass of bees
hanging from one of our crepe myrtles.
I put an SOS out to some friends in
the ‘hood and Christi Baer found the
website for the Delaware Beekeepers
Association. The website is a great
resource and has a list of beekeepers
by county that may be able to help with
bee relocation. I tried a few numbers
and hit gold when I called David Beebe.
He lives in Milton but happened to be
in Cape Henlopen State Park. He was
at the house 15 minutes later. He suited
up, set up the collection box, and went
about scooping most of them into the
box. He explained that they weren’t
aggressive, just following the Queen.

occurrence locally so should this
happen to you, here is the website:
delawarebeekeepers.com.

Committee
updates,
classes,
milestones, activities - anything you
would like to see in our Community
News, please submit to the
LCCommunityNews@gmail.com by
the 20th of the prior month.
If you need assistance gaining access
to the LC website and/or how to
navigate it, please let us know. We
can help! Just send a request to us
at: LCCommunityNews@gmail.com
and put “HELP” in the subject line.

Foot-long mass of bees!

I was fine standing close by taking a
video.

Bee Keeper Video
He got the entire mass off the tree and
left the box for those that were out
hunting to find their way back to the
Queen. He could tell the Queen was
in the box because the drones on the
outside of the box were standing in a
certain way that signaled the Queen
was inside. Pretty exciting, right?
After sunset he came back and retrieved
the box. At that point the bees were all
cozy and settled in. What started out
as an “Oh no” moment, turned out
to be very exciting and informative.
David said this was a fairly common

The best way to know what’s going on
in and around our community is to
read our LC Community News and
to frequently check the LC website,
especially the calendar. The calendar
can be found under Events.

Also, if you’re not receiving the
E-blasts from Premier, please drop
us a note at: LCCommunityNews@
gmail.com.
You can help us, too. If you know
of a neighbor who does not have
electronic access, please let us know
so that we can make alternative
arrangements to get the Community
News to them. Our goal is to reach
everyone in our community!

TAI CHI
Tai Chi will be cancelled for July
and August. Classes will resume in
September.

David Beebe collecting bees
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HOW DOES YOUR GARDEN GROW?
Many Lewes Crossing residents are
maintaining lovely gardens. No matter
how meticulous a gardener you are,
weeds are inevitable. What is the best
way to deal with them? Our options are
limited: organic weeding, killing weeds
with chemicals, or using a homemade
weed killer.

with our honey bees. Roundup
has been banned in more than 20
countries because it has been linked
to an increased risk of Non-Hodgkin
lymphoma and other types of cancer.
Yet it is not banned in the United
States. Some states have prohibited or
restricted its use.

desiccant, which draws the moisture
out of the leaves, killing the top growth.
Therefore, it is most effective on small
or new weeds, but not effective on deep
tap rooted weeds like dandelions.

Some of us only weed manually, also
known as organic weeding. Without a
doubt, this is best for the environment
but a real chore.

So how does Roundup work? It is
sprayed on to weeds with visible results
in 12 hours. The chemical is sucked in
by the leaves (best sprayed after a very
hot and dry period and not windy) and
then travels throughout the plant all the
way down to the root, killing the plant
systemically. If it’s windy when applied,
the spray will affect anything it lands on
including other plants, trees, grasses,
ecosystems, and pollinators. Many
concerned gardeners prefer to paint it
on a weed or any other unwanted plant,
poison ivy for example which happens
to be a native!

Soap is added because it is a surfactant,
which increases the absorption of the
salt and vinegar.

Roundup is the most commonly
used weed killer on the market. It’s
manufactured by Monsanto and is
used worldwide. This weed killer’s key
ingredient is glyphosate, which has
been around since 1974. Warnings on
the label include: Hazards to humans &
domestic animals; Keep out of reach of
children. There are also environmental
warnings on the label and instructions
to not allow this pesticide to enter or
run off into storm drains, drainage
ditches, gutters or surface waters. Yet it
says it’s safe to use around flower beds,
trees, along fences, and you can plant
1-3 days after application.
It is also dangerous to aquatic life, and
should not be sprayed close to ponds. It
doesn’t mention that it is detrimental to
our pollinators, but it is. It’s considered
to be the main cause of colony collapse

There is a safer option. Our neighbor,
Marie Sardone, who has a beautiful
garden on Ann Barr, uses a homemade
weed killer. She shared an article and
recipe with natural ingredients found
in your pantry.

Table salt (sodium chloride) is also a
desiccant. The salt makes the formula
more effective.

Apply the weed killer on a dry, hot
sunny day for best effect. It may take a
week for the weed to die. Try to avoid
any major spills as this salt and vinegar
solution can be toxic to small mammals
and can destroy the microbiomes in the
soil. With any and all garden chemical
products, be sure to carefully label and
put in appropriate containers, and store
in a cool, dark spot. It is wise to have a
lock box for all your garden chemicals,
especially those of us who have young
children and grandchildren about.
Carolyn Vane
LCGC President, Master Gardener
Member, Lewes in Bloom & Delaware Botanical
Garden

The Homemade Weed Killer Recipe
• Pour 1 gallon of household
white vinegar into a bucket.
• Add 1 cup of table salt.
• Stir until all the salt dissolves.
• Add 1 tablespoon of liquid
dishwashing soap.
Blend all thoroughly and funnel into a
plastic spray bottle or pump sprayer.
The active ingredient in vinegar is
acetic acid. Household vinegar has an
acetic acid concentration of 5%. Some
Organic Growers use commercial
grade vinegar under trees and plants
to eliminate weeds. Acetic Acid is a

ANSWERS TO RIDDLE
ME THIS
1. Day breaks, night falls
2. Yesterday, today, tomorrow
3. Your age
4. Seven
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LEWES CROSSING OUT AND ABOUT
Sunset Cruise
What started as a dark and stormy day ended as a beautiful evening for the Sunset Cruise planned by the Social Committee.
Fifty Lewes Crossing residents were along for the ride from Lewes to Dewey and back. The canal was calm, the night was
cool, and the sunset was magnificent!
In addition to the stunning sunset, we enjoyed seeing blue herons, egrets, eagles, many osprey nests, and even a deer while
enjoying time and conversations with neighbors.
Stay tuned for more exciting events planned by the Social Committee.

KENNY CHESNEY CONCERT IN PHILLY
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LANDSCAPE STAKEOUT
The first ever Lewes Crossing Stake
Out took place on June 4. Thanks to
more than a dozen volunteers from
throughout our community, stakes
were removed from older trees along
the streets and common areas in Phases
7 & 8. The exact number of trees whose
stakes were removed is unknown but
the stakes weighed in at 920 pounds
when taken to the Sussex County
Transfer station!
Thanks to Landscape Committee
member and Event Coordinator, Jeff
Trumpower, and to all those who
participated in this event. And thanks
to Vernon and Carolyn Vane who took
the stakes to the Transfer Station in
Vernon’s pickup truck.

The Lewes Crossing Garden Club
members were enormously grateful to
Julie for sharing her knowledge and
experience with pollinator gardening.

GARDEN CLUB
The Lewes Crossing Garden Club had
a private tour of the Lewes in Bloom
George H.P. Smith Pollinator Garden
on June 15. Garden “Lead Patron” Julie
Callahan provided details about this
garden that was started by a Brownie
Troop and taken over by Lewes in
Bloom in 2018.

The next “Stake Out” will take place
in September when the stakes on the
Phase 8 street trees are slated to be
removed. Look for details from the
Landscape Committee for the next LC
Stake Out!!!

BOOK CLUB

Julie Callahan, Lewes in Bloom “Lead Patron” for
the George H.P. Smith Pollinator Garden located
on Dupont Ave, Lewes

“Stake Out” Volunteers: Front Row: Carolyn
Vane, Jack & Toni Kowalski, Laura Trumpower,
Bob Kushner, Vernon Vane. Back Row:
Marvin Rainey, Robin Robertson, Len Lenoci,
Jeff Trumpower. (Stake Out Volunteer &
Photographer: Ray Hanley).

L-R: Jeanne Dean, Carolyn Vane, Julie Callahan,
Irene Gerba, Annie Noblick, Susan Adams, Meg
Walsh, Debbie Gensch, Robin Robertson, Marge
D’Orazio. (Photographer: Betsy Kuchler)

Julie, a Master Naturalist herself, shared
her wealth of knowledge about the
relationship between pollinators and
the plants they need to thrive. Julie took
the Club members on a walk through
the garden and explained what each
plant was and the pollinators it attracts.
At the end of the tour, Julie distributed
informative lists of caterpillar host
plants as well as lists to help gardeners
design their own Pollinator Victory
Garden.

July’s book, “When
We Believed in
Mermaids”
by
Barbara O’Neal,
will be discussed
on
Wednesday,
July 27 at 7 pm in
the Clubhouse.
Our read-ahead
selections through
October:
August 24: “West With Giraffes” by
Lynda Rutledge
September 28: “The Violin Conspiracy”
by Brendan Slocumb
October 26:
Winman

“Still Life” by Sarah

All are welcome to join us for lively
and interesting discussions with a
wonderful group of people! Hope to see
you!
For more information, please
contact Donna Scott:
donnalee753@gmail.com
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THE STATE OF WHEAT THINS
By David Mandelbaum

While playing a friendly game of shuffleboard and enjoying cheese, crackers and
cocktails, I picked up a “wheat thin” in the shape of (#1) Delaware and by turning
the cracker once to the right and flipping it over, to my amazement, it became the
state of (#2) Nebraska.
My fun night with friends and snacks became a geography lesson.
Did you know there are six categories of USA “state shapes”? They are: compact;
elongated or attenuated; fragmented; prorupted or protruded; perforated; and
compound or complex.
You never know what you’re going to find in a box of Wheat Thins.

INTERNATIONAL
PERSONAL CHEF
AVAILABLE THIS
SUMMER
By Margarita &
John

On July 8 our daughter Vanessa Swartz
will be coming from London, England
where she lives and works as a lawyer.
With her will be her boyfriend, Manuel,
an accomplished chef. Vanessa and
Manu will be here for two months.
Manu would welcome the opportunity
to prepare outstanding meals for our
neighbors in the privacy of your homes.
#2 Nebraska

#1 Delaware

If you’re interested in this opportunity,
please call Margarita (267-872-3320) to
make arrangements.

RECIPE CORNER
Wasabi Cream Cheese Appetizer
Lin Simeone

Ingredients:

Black Sesame Seeds

1 block of Cream Cheese

Soy Sauce

Wasabi Paste

Rice Crackers (small)

Slice cream cheese lengthwise in half. Apply a thin layer of Wasabi paste on one
side.
Put cream cheese back together in a block. Place in a container and pour soy sauce
on top of it.
In about an hour, turn cream cheese block over. Let chill another ½ hour.
When ready to serve, move cream cheese to serving dish. Sprinkle black sesame
seeds on top.
Serve with rice crackers.
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NEIGHBORLY NEWS

Congratulations to Kate and Paul who
recently celebrated their 45th Wedding
Anniversary!!

Congratulations to Lin and Bee who recently
celebrated their 9th Wedding Anniversary!!

DOGGONE IT!! WHICH HOUSE HAS THE BEST
COOKIES?

NEIGHBORHOOD
WATCH-LIST

This adorable guy can be seen walking
frequently through the neighborhood.
He’s Odie Marmen and he lives on
Graves Drive. He loves his walks
because it gives him an opportunity to
check out the other neighborhood dogs
and meet their owners. Odie acts like
these multiple daily walks are too much
to bear and needs a rest, but in reality,
he’s just scoping out the neighborhood.
Maybe that house over there has the
best cookies?

The following shows come highly
recommended by some of our LC
neighbors. Please feel free to send
your recommendations for future
newsletters to LCCommunityNews@
gmail.com.

Apple TV

Truth Be Told (series)

Disney +

Encanto (movie)

Netflix

Hustle (movie)
Keep Sweet; Pray & Obey (series)
What If (limited series)

Paramount +

Jerry & Marge Go Large (movie)
The Offer (limited series)

Prime

Respect (movie)
Outer Range (series)

Showtime

The First Lady (series)
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UPCOMING EVENTS
St. Peter’s Annual Art Show
“Art That Gives”
Saturday, July 2 - 9:00 am to 3:00 pm
Be sure to stop by Michele Polding’s
booth!

Poolside Social
Friday, July 15 - 6:00 pm to 9:00 pm

LC Garden Club Meeting @
Clubhouse
Wednesday, July 20 - 10:00 a.m.

LC Picnic at Cape Henlopen
State Park
Sunday, August 7 - 3:00 p.m.
Stay tuned for an eblast with details
about this fun event!

LC Golf Outing & BBQ
Sunday, August 21 - 4:00 p.m.
The Golf Outing is almost sold out!
There’s room for 8 more golfers (or 2
foursomes). BUT the good news is, if
you don’t play golf, you can still join the
party - just come and eat at the BBQ!
Call Toni Kowalski (609-865-4288)
with questions or to sign up.

VOLUNTEER
OPPORTUNITY
Creative volunteers are needed to assist
with assembling raffle gift baskets for
the Harry K Foundation Lunch With A
Purpose fundraiser.
Robyn: “Me? I have no shame. I ask
everybody to donate a little something,
or a gift card. More times than not, I get
something.”
Interested? Call Robyn 301-807-2304.
807-2304 or runaboutllc@aol.com.
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First Annual Lewes Crossing Golf Outing
Sunday, August 21, 2022 4 p.m. Shotgun Start
4 person 9-hole Scramble*
American Classic Golf Club
18485 Bethpage Drive, Lewes
%QIVMGER'PEWWMG+SPJ'PYFMWE,SPI4EVKSPJGSYVWI[MXLEVIPE\IHEXQSWTLIVI

Price per Golfer: $42 plus $10 optional cart fee to be paid at the course
Price per Non-golfer: $16 come join the group for dinner after golf at 5:45pm

Price includes: golf (walking rate), prizes and a cookout
Prizes will be awarded for Mens and Women’s Longest Drive (Hole #3),
Men’s and Women’s Closest to the Pin (Hole #8) and Best/Lowest score.
Cookout includes: Hamburgers,Hot Dogs with toppings (Chili, Cheddar
Cheese Sauce with Bacon, Sauerkraut, Onion, Ketchup, Mustard, Relish),
Baked Beans, Potato Salad, Macaroni Salad, Deviled Eggs, Apple Pie,
Iced Tea, Water, and Coffee.
Alcohol and soda will be available for purchase.

REGISTRATION BEGINS ON JUNE 1!

To register as an individual (golfer or non-golfer) or foursome,
contact Toni Kowalski at 609-865-4288

Registration Deadline: Monday, August 1st
*Scramble is the most popular form of play as it allows players of all abilities to compete with one another. Everyone in the
foursome tees off and then the best shot is chosen. All players continue from the selected location. This continues until
the hole is completed.Rental Clubs are available at the golf course on a limited basis.
Event sponsored by the Lewes Crossing Social Committee
State of Delaware COVID
restrictions at the time
of the event will be enforced.
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